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FROM CAVEMEN TO 
COUNTRYMEN
The LinguisTic RooTs of naTionaLism 

Sherry Sufi

Paperback, 250 pages, $34.95
What does language have to do with nationalism? 
Why do some countries succeed in uniting their 
citizens under a common identity while others struggle? The rise of  
modern nationalism has created a political landscape that necessitates 
the mobilisation of  the masses into a common cultural form (nation), in 
order to integrate them into a common political form (state). Through a 
series of  comparative case-studies, Sherry Sufi concludes that to achieve 
this, the most accessible formula for nationalists remains the combination 
of  shared history and language, as opposed to the alternative route of  
exclusive appeals to ethnicity, religion, sect or ideology.

CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, R.N. 
Sir Joseph Carruthers

Edited & Annotated by Zachary Gorman

Hardcover, 300 pages, $49.95
According to detractors, Captain Cook’s centricity 
to the founding of  Australia is a harmful colonialist 
“myth”. The man many of  them blame for starting 
that myth is Sir Joseph Carruthers, one of  the 
Fathers of  Federation. Just in time for the 250th anniversary of  Cook’s 
landing at Kurnell, the reader can now judge for themselves. Carruthers 
believed that Cook’s life was a meritocratic success story that should 
be held up as an example for his young nation to emulate. His passion 
was so infectious that it not only won over the Australian public, but 
managed to unite the whole of  the English-speaking Pacific to come 
together to celebrate their greatest pioneer.

THE NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT
Renewing The LibeRaL vision foR ausTRaLia

Tim Wilson
Paperback, 240 pages, $32.95
A new generation of  Australians are walking away 
from the liberal promise and embracing socialism 
in a way that was unthinkable before the fall of  the 
Berlin Wall. The New Social Contract offers a powerful 
proposal for restoring liberalism’s appeal to Australian voters.
It situates Australian liberalism today broadly within the British, American 
and European tradition, but also explains what is distinctive about 
Australian liberals.
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IMPORTANT ESSAYS

FROM CAVEMEN TO
COUNTRYMEN
The LinguisTic RooTs of naTionaLism

Sherry Sufi

Paperback, 250 pages, $34.95
What does language have to do with nationalism?
Why do some countries succeed in uniting their
citizens under a common identity while others struggle? The rise
modern nationalism has created a political landscape that necessitate
the mobilisation of  the masses into a common cultural form (nation)
order to integrate them into a common political form (state). T
series of comparative case-studies, Sherry Sufi concludes that to achiev
this, the most accessible formula for nationalists remains the combinat
of  shared history and language, as opposed to the alternative route
exclusive appeals to ethnicity, religion, sect or ideology.

CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, R.N. 
Sir Joseph Carruthers

Edited & Annotated by Zachary Gorman

Hardcover, 300 pages, $49.95
According to detractors, Captain Cook’s centricity 
to the founding of  Australia is a harmful colonialist 
“myth”. The man many of  them blame for starting 
that myth is Sir Joseph Carruthers, one of  the 
Fathers of Federation. Just in time for the 250th anniversary of
landing at Kurnell, the reader can now judge for themselves. Carr
believed that Cook’s life was a meritocratic success story that 
be held up as an example for his young nation to emulate
was so infectious that it not only won over the Australian public, 
managed to unite the whole of the English-speaking Pacific to 
together to celebrate their greatest pioneer.

THE NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT
Renewing The LibeRaL vision foR ausTRaLia

Tim Wilson
Paperback, 240 pages, $32.95
A new generation of  Australians are walking away
from the liberal promise and embracing socialism
in a way that was unthinkable before the fall of  the
Berlin Wall. The New Social Contract offers a powerful
proposal for restoring liberalism’s appeal to Australian voters.
It situates Australian liberalism today broadly within the British, Americ
and European tradition, but also explains what is distinctive
Australian liberals.

GUN CONTROL 
What Australia did, how 
other countries do it & is 
any of  it sensible? 

David Leyonhjelm
Hardback, 350 pages, $49.95
Australians have been repeatedly 
told that their gun laws have 
made them safer. But the data 
does not support that and there’s 
no reason it should. A high level 
of  gun control does not reduce 
violence, and a low level of  gun 
control does not increase it.  
This book takes a detailed look 
at Australia’s gun laws and their 
impact on gun violence including 
mass murders. It also considers 
gun laws in the UK, New 
Zealand, India, Czech Republic, 
Ireland and the United States, in 
chapters written by people who 
live there.

DISSENTING 
OPINIONS 
Michael Sexton

Paperback, 320 pages, $39.95
The term “dissenting opinions” 
is normally used in the law to 
describe the judgments of  those 
members of  appellate courts who 
take a different view in a particular 
case from their colleagues who 
form the majority and effectively 
decide the question before the 
court. I have used it, however, in 
this collection of  articles and book 
reviews published over several 
decades because they proposed 
in the main a departure from 
what might be characterised as 
the conventional wisdom, that 
is, the views and values of  those 
who preside over most public 
and private intuitions in Australia, 
including much of  the media.

Join the 500 Club

ABBOTT AS DELIVERED
The Defining speeches 

Edited: David Furse-Roberts & Paul Ritchie
Paperback, 376 pages, $39.95
Like Menzies and Howard, Abbott achieved 
the remarkable task of  leading his party out of  
opposition. These speeches reveal he also had a 
strong plan for government, accomplishing the tasks 
he had laid before the electorate while developing 
further plans for reform of  the federation, taxation, welfare, indigenous 
affairs, health funding and more. Abbott: As Delivered is an intimate picture 
of  politician who thought deeply about the purpose of  government and 
its role in creating a more prosperous and just society not with its own 
energy but by releasing the potential of  its people. 
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COMMON LAW

Join the 500 Club

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS 
OF THE COMMON LAW
VOLUME I: ENGLAND 

Augusto Zimmermann
Paperback, 220 pages, $29.95
In this excellent book, Dr Zimmermann carefully 
lays out for the reader an easily digestible and 
highly readable account of  the Christian roots of  
the common law in England... His book is a very valuable addition to 
Australian works on legal history and will assist not only lawyers and law 
students but all interested readers to better understand why our legal 
system is as it is.

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS 
OF THE COMMON LAW
VOLUME 2: THE UNITED STATES 

Augusto Zimmermann
Paperback, 226 pages, $29.95
In his latest tome, ‘Christian Foundations of  
the Common Law’, Dr Augusto Zimmermann 
rediscovers the Christian roots of  the English, 
American and Australian legal systems. With scholarly acuity, this work 
skilfully uncovers how great thinkers in Western Civilization understood 
the cultural importance of  these self-evident truths to society and good 
governance under the rule of  law. At a time when perhaps we need 
it most, Zimmermann shows how Christian ideas like ‘natural law’, 
‘natural rights’ and ‘natural justice’, contributed to the development of  
the common law.

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS 
OF THE COMMON LAW
VOLUME 3: AUSTRALIA

Augusto Zimmermann
Paperback, 195 pages, $29.95
In an age of  cynicism, apathy and despair Professor 
Zimmermann’s book comes as a fresh and timely 
reminder to not neglect the legal and parliamentary 
Christian foundations of  our nation. With well researched material, 
this book documents how the history of  Common Law is intrinsically 
intertwined with the Christian faith. It is a very enlightening, inspiring and 
encouraging contribution, documenting this important aspect of  Australia’s 
Christian heritage. Every Australian needs to read it to appreciate our 
heritage of  freedom, which one hundred thousand Australians sacrificed 
their lives to defend in two world wars”.

UTIFUL ONE DAY, BROKE 

s Public Finances since Sir 
oh and Sir Leo

unny
aperback, 310 pages, $29.95

ne Tunny is a former Australian Treasury official.
the late 2000s financial crisis, while working in the Treasury

rra, he was profoundly disturbed when he witnessed
ing Queensland Treasury officials pleading for Australian government

ervention to rescue the Queensland state government from its fiscal
s. This prompted him to investigate how Queensland got itself  into

h a fiscal mess. This book is his attempt to tell that story. It is based on
onsiderable amount of  research and analysis of  state budgets since the
e 1980s, as well as interviews with important players, including former

ate Treasurers and Under Treasurers.
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ECONOMICS

Join the 500 Club

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS 
OF THE COMMON LAW
VOLUME 2: THE UNITED STATES 

Augusto Zimmermann
Paperback, 226 pages, $29.95
In his latest tome, ‘Christian Foundations of
the Common Law’, Dr Augusto Zimmermann 
rediscovers the Christian roots of  the English, 
American and Australian legal systems. With scholarly acuity, this w
skilfully uncovers how great thinkers in Western Civilization 
the cultural importance of  these self-evident truths to society and g
governance under the rule of  law. At a time when perhaps we 
it most, Zimmermann shows how Christian ideas like ‘natural la
‘natural rights’ and ‘natural justice’, contributed to the development 
the common law.

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS 
OF THE COMMON LAW
VOLUME 3: AUSTRALIA

Augusto Zimmermann
Paperback, 195 pages, $29.95
In an age of  cynicism, apathy and despair Professor
Zimmermann’s book comes as a fresh and timely
reminder to not neglect the legal and parliamentary
Christian foundations of  our nation. With well researched mate
this book documents how the history of  Common Law is intrinsic
intertwined with the Christian faith. It is a very enlighte
encouraging contribution, documenting this important aspect of  Aust
Christian heritage. Every Australian needs to read it to appreciate
heritage of freedom, which one hundred thousand Australians sacrifice
their lives to defend in two world wars”.

BEAUTIFUL ONE DAY, BROKE 
THE NEXT
Queensland’s Public Finances since Sir 
Joh and Sir Leo

Gene Tunny
Paperback, 310 pages, $29.95
Gene Tunny is a former Australian Treasury official. 
During the late 2000s financial crisis, while working in the Treasury 
Building in Canberra, he was profoundly disturbed when he witnessed 
visiting Queensland Treasury officials pleading for Australian government 
intervention to rescue the Queensland state government from its fiscal 
troubles. This prompted him to investigate how Queensland got itself  into 
such a fiscal mess. This book is his attempt to tell that story. It is based on 
a considerable amount of  research and analysis of  state budgets since the 
late 1980s, as well as interviews with important players, including former 
state Treasurers and Under Treasurers.

BAD EGG
how To fix supeR

Andrew Bragg
Paperback, 124 pages, $24.95
This new book was written 
whilst Andrew has been in 
the Parliament, July 2019 and 
February 2020.  Few understand 
superannuation well and the 
industry has revelled in its opacity 
for 30 years.  It is Australia’s 
biggest closed shop. The point 
of  this book is to encourage the 
nation to change direction on 
super. Not to junk it, but to make 
it work. Put simply, if  it isn’t 
working, why are we doing it? As 
Australia faces the COVID19, it 
is clear the nation cannot afford 
indulgences that do not work.

DEMOCRACY 
IN A DIVIDED 
AUSTRALIA
Matthew Lesh
Paperback, 290 Pages, $34.95
Australia has a new economic elite. 
The class divides of  yesteryear 
have been replaced new divisions 
between Inners and Outers. 
This divide is ripping apart our 
political parties, national debate, 
and social fabric. Inners are highly 
educated inner-city progressive 
cosmopolitans who value 
change, despite being a minority, 
dominate politics on both sides, 
the bureaucracy, universities, civil 
society, corporates, and the media. 

www.connorcourtpublishing.com.au
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CHALLENGING ACCOUNTS

INTERFET
Lessons anD Legacies fRom easT TimoR 20 
yeaRs on

Edited: Tom Frame

Hardback, 182 pages, $49.95
The Indonesian invasion of  the former Portuguese 
colony of  East Timor in 1975 was opposed by a 
coalition of  local nationalist groups who engaged 
in armed resistance. Many people fled to Australia 
as refugees. Following years of  turmoil... The UN accepted Australia’s 
offer to lead what became the International Force East Timor 
(INTERFET) consisting of  22 nations. On 20 September the first 
elements of  the largest Australian deployment since the Vietnam War 
arrived in the East Timorese capital, Dili.

RADICALS IN AUSTRALIAN 
SOCIAL WORK
sToRies of LifeLong acTivism  

Edited: Carolyn Noble, Bob Pease & Jim Ife
Paperback, 360 pages, $39.95
The contributors tell their stories and reflect on 
their achievements and struggles to promote 
progressive change in social work in Australia. 
In documenting these experiences, the book provides an important 
resource for students and practitioners about a critically important part 
of  their professional and educational heritage. The book also outlines a 
platform of  change strategies for re-imaging a radical agenda, as social 
work responds to the impending social, political and environmental 
challenges facing future generations.

AUSTRALIA’S RED TAPE CRISIS 

The causes anD cosTs of oveR-ReguLaTion 

Edited: Darcy Allen and Chris Berg
Paperback, 300 pages, $34.95
Red tape costs the Australian economy as much as 
$176 billion a year. Governments create and enforce 
thousands of  regulations on our workplaces and 
our communities. These rules slow and prevent 
businesses forming, people from flourishing, new technologies from 
being adopted, and hold back Australia’s global competitiveness. 
Australia’s Red Tape Crisis is an exploration into the economics, politics 
and culture of  over-regulation. How should we structure our federation 
to achieve reform? Why should political responsibility sit with the 
elected? Does Australia have a deep desire for a federal bureaucracy? 
What is the future of  red tape reduction policies?
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BEDSIDE READING

RADICALS IN AUSTRALIAN 
SOCIAL WORK
sToRies of LifeLong acTivism

Edited: Carolyn Noble, Bob Pease & Jim Ife
Paperback, 360 pages, $39.95
The contributors tell their stories and reflect on
their achievements and struggles to promote
progressive change in social work in Australia.
In documenting these experiences, the book provides an import
resource for students and practitioners about a critically important par
of  their professional and educational heritage. The book also outline
platform of  change strategies for re-imaging a radical agenda, as soc
work responds to the impending social, political and environment
challenges facing future generations.

AUSTRALIA’S RED TAPE CRISIS
The causes anD cosTs of oveR-ReguLaTion

Edited: Darcy Allen and Chris Berg
Paperback, 300 pages, $34.95
Red tape costs the Australian economy as much as
$176 billion a year. Governments create and enforce
thousands of  regulations on our workplaces and
our communities. These rules slow and prevent
businesses forming, people from flourishing, new technologies 
being adopted, and hold back Australia’s global competitivene
Australia’s Red Tape Crisis is an exploration into the economics, politic
and culture of  over-regulation. How should we structure our fede
to achieve reform? Why should political responsibility sit with t
elected? Does Australia have a deep desire for a federal bureaucracy
What is the future of  red tape reduction policies?

FEDERATION MAN 
OF LETTERS
paTRick mcmahon gLynn 

Anne Henderson
Paperback, 156 pages, $24.95
This biographical study is both 
delight and revelation. Here was 
a Federation-era politician on 
the right side of  so many issues, 
bold enough to advocate humane 
treatment of  the Chinese in the 
Australian colonies and to urge 
free-trade rather than protection. 
As early as 1898 he saw the day 
when “the centre of  the world 
struggle is being shifted west to 
east” and England may not be 
able to protect Australia. He was 
the one Catholic in the leadership 
of  the non-Labor Parties; by any 
test as thoughtful and learned a 
politician as we ever had.

THE HEART OF 
THE ABYSS
The Life of feLice 
benuzzi

Rory Steele
Paperback, 320 pages, $39.95
In 1943 Felice Benuzzi broke 
out of  a POW camp to scale 
the second highest mountain in 
Africa, with no maps and only 
hand-made gear, passing through 
a jungle up to the ice-capped top. 
Seventeen days later he broke back 
into the camp and reported to the 
astonished commandant. His life 
was extraordinary from start to 
finish. He lived through fascism, 
served as a colonial administrator 
and was decorated for bravery in 
combat. Later as a diplomat he 
was consul in Berlin during the 
Cold War, ambassador to Uruguay 
and twice visited Antarctica. 

ARABANA AND THE GHAN
Michael Duke
Paperback, 240 pages, $29.95
The Old Ghan was a magnificent feat of  
engineering, taking steam trains through an arid 
landscape from Adelaide to the centre of  Australia. 
It was built and ran from 1884 to 1983. On Arabana 
land from Marree to Oodnadatta, that Aboriginal 
people helped survey then work upon the railway 
line. They were fettlers, gangers, locomotive engineers, yardmaster, train 
inspectors, train cleaners, shunters. They got equal pay from the 1920s, 
unlike most other Aboriginal people. The railway helped them stay on 
country, transact traditional business but also leap into modernity. Their 
story belies the assumption of  universal dispossession and exclusion.
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MARITIME

WYATT EARP 
The LiTTLe ship wiTh many names

Trish Burgess
Paperback, 124 pages, $29.95
The year 2019 marked the 100th anniversary since 
the launch of  a solid, wooden ship built in 1918–
1919 in Molde, Norway. She was not built as a fishing 
vessel, as many have claimed, but as a useful coastal 
trading ship—an all-rounder! Initially carrying cargo 
from Norway to England, and then from England to France, she was then 
active trading around the European coast and as far north as Greenland. 
There was occasionally some fishing, particularly off  Greenland in the 
summer of  1925. A century after her launch, on 27 September 2019, the 
Australian Antarctic Division joined with the Norwegian Ambassador to 
Australia to host a luncheon in Hobart to commemorate this amazing little 
ship and her many legacies.

ASTOR 
aDvenTuRes ashoRe anD afLoaT

Peter Warner
Paperback,  188 pages, $24.95
At 17 years of  age, Peter Warner ran away to sea. His 
family was aghast, pleading for his return to finish his 
schooling. But Peter was not ready for this. Adventure 
was running in his veins. Astor – is the first part 
of  Melbourne born sailor and entrepreneur, Peter 
Warner. This first book covers Peter’s first 35 intriguing and adventurous 
years. It also includes many, of  the achievements of  his father, English 
born Melbourne industrial tycoon, TV pioneer and politician, Sir Arthur 
Warner. Sailing enthusiasts will enjoy Peter Warner’s lively descriptions of  
the famous schooner Astor’s colourful ocean races. It includes the Trans-
Tasman events along with the Sydney to Hobart races in which he won 
line honours three times.

OCEAN OF LIGHT
30 yeaRs in Tonga anD The pacific 
Peter Warner
Paperback, 255 pages, $29.95
This book covers Peter Warner’s 30 years living in 
The Kingdom of  Tonga and moving around the 
Pacific. It includes the famous rescue of  castaways 
on a remote island in the Pacific and his relationship 
with the Royal Family.
Peter also writes about building artificial islands, 
investigating religions and helping to establish schools. He includes the 
island way of  operating a fleet of  small freighters around the Pacific and 
bringing up a young family in The Kingdom of  Tonga.
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ESSAYS

WYATT EARP 
The LiTTLe ship wiTh many names

Trish Burgess
Paperback, 124 pages, $29.95
The year 2019 marked the 100th anniversary since
the launch of a solid, wooden ship built in 1918–
1919 in Molde, Norway. She was not built as a fishing
vessel, as many have claimed, but as a useful coastal
trading ship—an all-rounder! Initially carrying cargo
from Norway to England, and then from England to France, she was the
active trading around the European coast and as far north as Gre
There was occasionally some fishing, particularly off Greenland in t
summer of  1925. A century after her launch, on 27 September 2019, t
Australian Antarctic Division joined with the Norwegian Ambassador t
Australia to host a luncheon in Hobart to commemorate this amazing litt
ship and her many legacies.

ASTOR 
aDvenTuRes ashoRe anD afLoaT

Peter Warner
Paperback,  188 pages, $24.95
At 17 years of  age, Peter Warner ran away to sea. His
family was aghast, pleading for his return to finish his
schooling. But Peter was not ready for this. Adventure
was running in his veins. Astor – is the first part
of  Melbourne born sailor and entrepreneur, Peter
Warner. This first book covers Peter’s first 35 intriguing and advent
years. It also includes many, of  the achievements of  his father
born Melbourne industrial tycoon, TV pioneer and politician, Sir Art
Warner. Sailing enthusiasts will enjoy Peter Warner’s lively descript
the famous schooner Astor’s colourful ocean races. It includes the T
Tasman events along with the Sydney to Hobart races in which he w
line honours three times.

OCEAN OF LIGHT
30 yeaRs in Tonga anD The pacific

Peter Warner
Paperback, 255 pages, $29.95
This book covers Peter Warner’s 30 years living in
The Kingdom of  Tonga and moving around the
Pacific. It includes the famous rescue of castaways
on a remote island in the Pacific and his relationship
with the Royal Family.
Peter also writes about building artificial islands,
investigating religions and helping to establish schools. He includes t
island way of operating a fleet of small freighters around the Pacific
bringing up a young family in The Kingdom of  Tonga.

THE FORGOTTEN 
PEOPLE - UPDATED
Edited: Paul Ritchie
Paperback, 240 pages, $29.95
Robert Menzies’ famous 
Forgotten People speeches 
captured the hopes of  Australians 
as they looked forward to a better 
life after World War II. While 
times have changed, Menzies’ 
themes of  freedom, opportunity 
and responsibility remain. In 
The Forgotten People: Updated, 
Menzies’ political heirs revisit these 
themes against the contemporary 
backdrop of  freedom of  speech, 
urban life, fairness, education, 
political correctness, Trump, the 
rise of  China and more.

FORGOTTEN 
FREEDOM NO MORE
pRoTecTing ReLigious 
LibeRy in ausTRaLia 

Edited: Robert Forsyth and 
Peter Kurti
Paperback, 224 pages, $29.95
Today, in the face of  massive social 
change and contested moral and 
religious claims, things couldn’t be 
more different. Questions about 
religious liberty, and how, and if, 
it should be better protected are 
at the forefront of  public debate. 
Forgotten Freedom No More: 
Protecting Religious Liberty in 
Australia Analysis and Perspectives 
makes an important contribution 
to that discussion.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN 
AUSTRALIA
a new TeRRa nuLLius

Edited: Iain Benson, Michael Quinlan and 
A. Keith Thompson
Paperback, 370 pages, $39.95
The papers reflect insights and concerns about 
religious freedom when the Ruddock Review 
was considering whether religious liberty in Australia needed greater 
protection. Since that time, the Morrison government has commissioned 
the Australian Law Reform Commission to report on five of  the Ruddock 
recommendations, the Australian Human Rights Commission has released 
a discussion paper of  its own and the Commonwealth Attorney-General 
has released a draft Religious Discrimination Bill for discussion. The 
matters raised in these papers remain valid.
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CONVERSATION STARTERS OR STOPPERS

Join the 500 Club

IN DEFENCE OF SHAME
Tanveer Ahmed
Paperback, 114 pages, $24.95
Psychiatrist Dr Tanveer Ahmed looks at the history 
and contemporary rise of  shame and its overlap 
with group identity and mental health. Dr Ahmed 
argues that the stigmatisation of  shame is part of  a 
wider “tyranny of  the positive”. This stigmatisation 
of  negative emotions limits human flourishing and 
contributes to the growth in disorders such as anxiety and self-harm, 
aspects of  which are often grounded in unnamed and tamed shame.

CONNOR COURT QUARTERLY 
No 13. The COVID-19 Issue. 
Paperback, 74 pages, $19.95
Essays Include: Our Ten Days that Shook the World -- Jeffrey 
Tucker; Nicola Roxon,  How Smart You Were --  Marc 
Hendrickx; An Egregious Statistical Horror Story Suffused with 
Incense and Lugubrious Accents -- Jeffrey Tucker
Why Australia Needs Equality Of  Sacrifice -- Daniel Wild  

GETTING THE BLUES
The fuTuRe of ausTRaLian LaboR

Nick Dyrenfurth
Paperback, 200 pages, $29.95
Getting the Blues presents a bold, passionate 
blueprint for renewal in the ALP. Nick Dyrenfurth 
takes stock of  the turbulent last decade of  Australian 
politics and identifies what is really roiling our polity 
– economic insecurity, seismic cultural change and a shattering of  faith
in our democratic institutions. In Dyrenfurth’s candid account of  the
Rudd-Gillard years, the Shorten-era and 2019 federal election, he provides 
answers to the big questions confronting Labor: is it fundamentally
broken? Or does the party have the willingness to change and renew itself?

ENID LYONS
LeaDing LaDy To a naTion

pubLisheD wiTh The menzies ReseaRch

cenTRe

Anne Henderson
Hardback, 386 Pages, $49.95
This is the story of  an extraordinary woman -
mother of twelve, Prime Minister’s wife, first woman
member of the House of Representatives and the first woman in a Federal
Cabinet, radio broadcaster, newspaper columnist, author of  three books -
Enid Lyons was for many years the best known woman in Australia.

PETERBOROUGH PLEASE 
SLOW DOWN
a hisToRy of peTeRboRough

Michael Moore 
Paperback, 184 pages, $29.95
An amazing history of  a small town in Victoria with a 
rich history. Set on Victoria’s Great Ocean Road, it is a 
place of  mysterious shipwrecks, intrepid pioneers and generations of  famous 
families linked to the small town. 
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GREAT AUSTRALIANS

Join the 500 Club

CONNOR COURT QUARTERLY 
No 13. The COVID-19 Issue. 
Paperback, 74 pages, $19.95
Essays Include: Our Ten Days that Shook the World -- Jeffrey
Tucker; Nicola Roxon,  How Smart You Were --  Marc
Hendrickx; An Egregious Statistical Horror Story Suffused with
Incense and Lugubrious Accents -- Jeffrey Tucker
Why Australia Needs Equality Of Sacrifice -- Daniel Wild

GETTING THE BLUES
The fuTuRe of ausTRaLian LaboR

Nick Dyrenfurth
Paperback, 200 pages, $29.95
Getting the Blues presents a bold, passionate
blueprint for renewal in the ALP. Nick Dyrenfurth
takes stock of  the turbulent last decade of  Australian
politics and identifies what is really roiling our polity
– economic insecurity, seismic cultural change and a shattering of  fait
in our democratic institutions. In Dyrenfurth’s candid account of  t
Rudd-Gillard years, the Shorten-era and 2019 federal election, he pro
answers to the big questions confronting Labor: is it fundament
broken? Or does the party have the willingness to change and renew itself

NEVILLE WRAN
David Clune
Paperback, 80 pages, $19.95
Neville Wran was arguably the most 
significant Premier of  NSW in the 
20th century. He rescued the Labor 
Party from the political wilderness 
with his victory in May 1976, then 
won three more elections. Wran 
pioneered the effective use of  
television in election campaigns. 
Key elements of  the Wran model 
were gradualist politics, competent 
delivery of  basic services, unity in 
the government, and not getting 
too far ahead of  the voters. 
Moderate politics did not preclude 
reform, rather it was a platform 
for it. Wran left a significant legacy 
of  environmental, social, human 
rights, constitutional and electoral 
reforms. 

LINDSAY 
THOMPSON 
chaRacTeR, compeTence 
anD convicTion 

William Westerman
Paperback, 90 pages, $19.95
Upon his retirement from Victorian 
Parliament in November 1982, 
Lindsay Thompson was lauded 
across the political spectrum for 
his contribution to public life. He 
served in the Victorian Cabinet 
for 24 years, including a record 12 
years as Minister for Education. In 
1981 he was elected Premier, but 
his term ended ten months later 
with the long-running state Liberal 
Government’s first electoral 
defeat since the 1950s. Dignified, 
reasonable and selfless, he 
commanded great respect among 
colleagues and opponents alike. 

ENID LYONS
LeaDing LaDy To a naTion

pubLisheD wiTh The menzies ReseaRch 
cenTRe

Anne Henderson
Hardback, 386 Pages, $49.95
This is the story of  an extraordinary woman - 
mother of  twelve, Prime Minister’s wife, first woman 
member of  the House of  Representatives and the first woman in a Federal 
Cabinet, radio broadcaster, newspaper columnist, author of  three books - 
Enid Lyons was for many years the best known woman in Australia.

PETERBOROUGH PLEASE 
SLOW DOWN
a hisToRy of peTeRboRough

Michael Moore 
Paperback, 184 pages, $29.95
An amazing history of  a small town in Victoria with a
rich history. Set on Victoria’s Great Ocean Road, it is a
place of  mysterious shipwrecks, intrepid pioneers and generations of
families linked to the small town.
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BRAVE PEOPLE

PHILIP RUDDOCK AND THE 
POLITICS OF COMPASSION
Tom Frame
Hardback, 282 pages, $49.95
This book is the first extended treatment of  
Ruddock’s political career, focussing specifically on 
Immigration and the place of  compassion in the 
development and administration of  public policy. 
It will interest students of  Australian politics, 
particularly the Howard era, and engage anyone committed to the 
exercise of  moral virtues and ethical values in national life.

THE MANNIX ERA
Melbourne Catholic Leadership 1920-1970 
Patrick Morgan
Paperback, 320 pages, $29.95
The Mannix Era covers the main actors, 
organizations, events and issues in the archdiocese 
from 1920-1970. The narrative has four heroes: 
Dr Mannix, the Archdiocese itself, its weekly 
newspaper The Advocate, and the well organised community. It is 
the story of  a Archdiocese in which initiatives were encouraged, to 
become under Dr Mannix the most energetic in Australia, a self-
aware community with high participation rates, but suddenly and 
unexpectedly, it came to a shattering crash with the great Labor split 
of  the mid 1950s.

'I KID YOU NOT'
noTes fRom 20 yeaRs in The TRenches of 
The cuLTuRe waRs

Lyle Shelton

Foreword: Jim Wallace
Paperback, 260 pages, $29.95
Lyle Shelton takes readers on a rare behind-the-
scenes tour of  culture wars. “I Kid You Not”, is because the Left has 
gotten away with things most Australians would find incredible, if  only 
they knew.  Before #MeToo, Shelton fought the legalised sexual abuse 
of  young women. On human rights for the unborn, his revelations of  
politicians turning a blind eye to the evil of  eugenics is shocking. He 
details the bombing of  the Australian Christian Lobby’s office and its 
poor handling by the Australian Federal Police.
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RELIGION

THE MANNIX ERA
Melbourne Catholic Leadership 1920-1970
Patrick Morgan
Paperback, 320 pages, $29.95
The Mannix Era covers the main actors,
organizations, events and issues in the archdiocese
from 1920-1970. The narrative has four heroes:
Dr Mannix, the Archdiocese itself, its weekly
newspaper The Advocate, and the well organised community. It
the story of a Archdiocese in which initiatives were encouraged, t
become under Dr Mannix the most energetic in Australia, a se
aware community with high participation rates, but suddenly
unexpectedly, it came to a shattering crash with the great
of  the mid 1950s.

ANGELS, 
INCENSE 
AND REVOLUTION 
caThoLic schooLDays of 
The 1960s

Wanda Skowronska

Foreword: James Franklin
Paperback, 210 pages, $29.95
The 1960s era, with its Holdens, 
trams and Bex powders,  
was also a defining time for 
Australian Catholicism, with 
its  Irish hymns,  breezy hope, 
babyboomers,  ‘new Australians’, 
sodalities and tombola and  a 
looming cultural revolution.  
This account tries to capture 
some of  the spiritual and social 
ambience of  those times, so 
poignant, so unforgettable, for 

AUTHENTIC 
MISSION
James Grant

Forewords by David 
Robarts, John Roskam, 
Morgan Betts and Francis 
Mary Simon Chen

Paperback, 150 pages, $24.95
.Authentic Mission clearly pursues 
the transformation of  Australian 
Society concurrent with a 
transformation of  the Church.
Authentic Mission recognises an 
intelligent confrontation with its 
host secular society is necessary. 
Authentic Mission speaks the 
truth without fear, guards’ 
Catholic rights and is prepared 
to face the consequences of  
such actions. The outcome 
of  Authentic mission is the 
transformation of  Australian 
society leading to the salvation 
of  the individual.

GENDER WARS IN CHRISTIANITY

Guy Manuell
Paperback, 172 pages, $24.95
Guy Manuell has painstakingly negotiated a theological 
and sociological minefield to deliver a biblical and logical 
apologetic on the gender issue. The book is highly 
readable and obviously the product of  considerable 
research. A strong feature is his strong Trinitarian 
argument in dealing with submission vis-à-vis inferiority 
and Jesus’ sonship being from eternity and not from creation.

'I KID YOU NOT'
noTes fRom 20 yeaRs in The TRenches of

The cuLTuRe waRs

Lyle Shelton

Foreword: Jim Wallace
Paperback, 260 pages, $29.95
Lyle Shelton takes readers on a rare behind-the-
scenes tour of  culture wars. “I Kid You Not”, is because the Le
gotten away with things most Australians would find incredible, if
they knew. Before #MeToo, Shelton fought the legalised sexual 
of young women. On human rights for the unborn, his revelations 
politicians turning a blind eye to the evil of  eugenics is shocking
details the bombing of the Australian Christian Lobby’s office and it
poor handling by the Australian Federal Police.
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THE 500 CLUB

Connor Court Publishing warmly invites you to be-
come a patron of  the Connor Court 500 Club. 

THE 500 CLUB is an exclusive donor initiative 
to show your support for the work of  Connor 

Court Publishing. In just 8 years, Connor Court has 
published over 160 commercial titles spanning politics, 
history, education, sports and more. Just have a look 
through the 16 pages of  this catalogue to get an idea 
of  its publishing range and success.  

These books continue to provide a platform 
for exciting and controversial ideas. Ideas that 

challenge mainstream opinion in what is often a one-
sided debate within Australian society.
A ONE-OFF PAYMENT OF $500 ENTITLES 

you To become a LifeTime paTRon of The 
connoR couRT 500 cLub 

wiTh access To The foLLowing benefiTs:
· excLusive inviTaTion To evenTs, 

Launches anD DinneRs.
· 5 fRee books fRom The connoR couRT backLisT 

upon becoming a 500 cLub paTRon.
· 4 fRee issues of The connoR couRT QuaRTeRLy.

· 20% of aLL connoR couRT TiTLes foR Life.
Australia needs a genuine alternative and independent 
voice in publishing. I warmly invite you to take up this 
exclusive opportunity to become a Connor Court 500 
Club patron and help us continue to grow and expand 
our vision.
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FILL IN THE FOLLOWING TO JOIN 
THE 500 CLUB

DONaTION DETaILs

500 CLUB $500 _______

PLEASE SIGN ME UP  TO THE 500 CLUB ______

CHEqUE _____ 

Please find my cheque payable to Connor Court Publishing Pty Ltd

CrEDIT CarD  

Please charge my  Visa  __   MasterCard  ___ Amex  ___

Card Number  _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ 
Expiry Date _______

Cardholder Name______________________________

Signature__________________________________________

Date______________________________________________

TITLE.............................................................................................................................. 

FIrsT NamE..................................................................................................................

LasT NamE...................................................................................................................   

aDDrEss........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................ 

sUBUrB/TOWN.............................................................................................................

POsTCODE.................................................................................................. 

CONTaCT  NUmBEr................................................................................................

EmaIL.......................................................................................................................

# The benefits of a 500 Club Patron is not transferable to other persons/people. 

THE 500 CLUB
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BUSHRANGERS

NED KELLY
A LAWLESS LIFE 

Doug Morrissey
Paperback, 280 pages, $34.95

SHORTLISTED 
PM LITERARY AWARDS 2016

To understand Ned Kelly’s world, the police and 
the criminals have to be seen as sharing a common life, in constant play 
with each other. The police had to catch the criminals and so wanted 
to be close to them; the criminals wanted to outwit the police and use 
them in their quarrels to damage each other. That fluid relationship 
was at the heart of  the Fitzpatrick incident that sent Ned into the 
bush...

NED KELLY
seLecToRs, sQuaTTeRs anD sTock Thieves

Doug Morrissey
Paperback, 404 pages, $39.95
This myth busting book reflects Morrissey’s deep 
knowledge of  Kelly Country and its people and 
provides an important counterweight to the familiar, 
generally sympathetic and overly romantic accounts 
of  Kelly’s life and exploits. It is an important revisionary attack on 
the dominant historiography with its ‘old cliches and metaphors’ and 
highlights the limited research and repetition of  multiple errors that are 
characteristic of  most Kelly biographies. 

THE VANDEMONIAN TRAIL
convicTs anD bushRangeRs in eaRLy 
vicToRia

Patrick Morgan
Paperback, 226 pages, $29.95
A large Vandemonian contingent, including 
Bogong Jack and the Tichborne claimant, moved 
to Victoria during the gold rush decade of  
the 1850s, introducing a new criminal element 
which frightened the living daylights out of  the more respectable 
mainlanders. Henry Kingsley wrote at the time of  ‘a mist of  incidents 
and anecdotes which the younger folks took to be original, but which 
the older hands recognized as mere replicas of  old stories.’ This study 
attempts to recreate the dramatic early events as they happened, and 
to show how the popular imagination shoehorned them into neat and 
satisfying patterns.
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